THE ORIGINAL CRISPY KARAAGE CHICKEN SUPER JUMBO BOX 12.40

Original crispy karaage chicken with KEWPIE spicy mayo & house original ponzu

FIERY RED CRISPY KARAAGE CHICKEN SUPER JUMBO BOX 12.40

Original crispy karaage chicken fiery red spiced with 8 Japanese red peppers

CRISPY KARAAGE CHICKEN SLIDERS 14.40

“Crispy on Delivery” French fries with organic honey & AAA natural butter. Organic Japanese sesame super coleslaw, fresh parsley cilantro KEWPIE sauce, crispy julienne red onions, in a toasted Hawaiian slider bun.

*fiery red crispy karaage fried chicken (original crispy karaage fiery red spiced with 8 Japanese red peppers) available
*fiery mild available

CRISPY KARAAGE CHICKEN CHICK-N-CHIPS 11.40

Antibiotic-free chicken strips. “Crispy on Delivery” French fries with organic honey & AAA natural butter served with honey wing sauce & fiery red.

*fiery red crispy karaage chicken (original crispy karaage fiery red spiced with 8 Japanese red peppers) available
*fiery mild available

CRISPY KARAAGE RAMEN 18.95

Collaboration with RAKIRAKI original signature chicken broth. Our super-thick organic Mochi ramen noodles is topped with ankake beansprouts, cured bamboo shoots, scallions, roasted sesame, dry nori, ajitsuke half egg and chicken chasiau, served with side of Junya’s Crispy Karaage.

*spicy miso available +1.00
*fiery red crispy karaage chicken (original crispy karaage fiery red spiced with 8 Japanese red peppers) available
*fiery mild available

SETAGAYA 27 CURRY RICE WITH JUNYA’S CRISPY KARAAGE 16.40

Original crispy karaage with Setagaya 27 curry sauce over a bed of rice with organic-coma super coleslaw and fukushinzuke pickles

*fiery red crispy karaage chicken (original crispy karaage fiery red spiced with 8 Japanese red peppers) available
*fiery mild available

JCK / RAKIRAKI DREAM COME TRUE BENTO BOX 25.00

Original crispy karaage chicken or fiery red & jumbo crispy gyoza, Yokohama takoyaki, #1 selling RAKIRAKI ROLL, and our in-house signature sauce.

Sides

“Crispy on Delivery” FRENCH FRIES 4.40

Idaho julienne potato cuts covered with organic honey & AAA natural butter served with spicy honey wing sauce

ORGANIC-GOMA SUPER COLESLAW 4.40

With organic Japanese sesame dressing, daily fresh delivered from local farmers’ tri-colored cabbage, carrot and onion

Drink

BEER

“The Best Selling Asian Beer in America”

Sapporo Draft ... 6.95 (16 oz) 19.95 (48 oz)

SAKE

House Hot Sake ... 7.95  Kikumasamune ... 8.40
Strawberry Nigori ... 15.40

SPECIALTY DRINKS

Japanese Ramune Strawberry ... 3.50
Lemonade ... 3.95

SOFT DRINK

Coke/Diet Coke/Sprite ... 2.75
When Chef Junya Watanabe envisioned JCK, he didn’t imagine a simple fried chicken concept. Instead, he sought to create the most toothsome chicken karaage on Earth for his guests. In fact, this dish, he came to find out, has long been his buried treasure, tucked beneath a slew of savory, award-winning ramens on his menu.

From the creator of Rakiraki, San Diego’s No. 1 selling ramen for seven consecutive years, comes a remarkably crafted dish.

This labor of love is the result of 12 years of perfecting a single crispy recipe. Juicy, steaming chicken karaage served with a spiced-up rich Kewpie mayonnaise — a Japanese favorite — and delicate, housemade ponzu, crafted with beautifully fermented soy sauce and grain vinegar. The chicken is marinated for 48 hours in our organic fermented soy sauce and 12 delicious spices, including garlic and ginger, for a flavor pop.

With the most recent update in collaboration with his Michelin-starred mentor in Japan, who shares his passion for perfection, Watanabe’s newest chicken karaage was born of hours spent in a small Tokyo kitchen, enhancing the already well-loved dish.

This recipe was born of hours spent in a small Tokyo kitchen with a Michelin-starred chef who shares his passion for perfection — who lent his personal secret for enhancing the already well-loved dish. With this final touch, it kisses perfection. For guests: an incredibly mouthwatering experience.

Tanoshinde kudasai.
(Please enjoy.)